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Abstract
The management and monitoring of static and dynamic
resources is a key issue in Grid environments. Informa-
tion models are an abstract representation of software and
hardware aspects of these resources, a common and struc-
tured representation that allows intra- and inter-Grid inter-
operability. Among them, the Common Information Model
(CIM), standardized by the DMTF, is an object-oriented and
extensible model. The aim of this work is to provide a CIM-
based query service for resource management information
in Grid systems. This is achieved by publishing the CIM
information on the Monitoring and Discovery System ver-
sion 4 (MDS4) component of the Globus Toolkit, and imple-
menting a query engine that supports queries with arbitrary
navigation depth on a CIM instance tree.
1. Introduction
A Grid system coordinates resources that are not sub-
ject to centralized control, using standard, open, general
purpose protocols and interfaces, to deliver nontrivial qual-
ities of service. There are several middleware tools that
provide the needed infrastructure for Grid systems. The
Globus Toolkit [8], based on the Open Grid Services Ar-
chitecture (OGSA) [9], is the one used in this work due to
its widespread adoption and use.
A key aspect in Grid environments is the management
and monitoring of the resources. Their heterogeneity and
the need of interoperability between different middleware
solutions for Grids, explain the need of a common model
of information in order to allow the exchange of resource
information both inside a Grid and across Grids.
An information model is an abstraction of real-world en-
tities into formal constructs that can be represented in com-
puter systems. It is not tied to any particular implementa-
tion, and it is used to exchange information between differ-
ent domains.
Among the existing models of information for Grids’
management, particular attention is paid in Grid literature to
GLUE (Grid LaboratoryUniformEnvironment) Schema [1]
and to CIM (Common Information Model) [6]. Both of
them are object-oriented information models. The main
purpose of the GLUE Schema is to define a common re-
source information model to be used as a base for the Grid
Information Service (GIS), both for resource discovery and
for monitoring activities. CIM is a more complex model,
a unified model covering an extensive area of general and
distributed computing. In this paper we present an infras-
tructure integrating CIM and MDS, that allows to access
and query CIM information in a Grid system, enabling the
definition of searches with established preconditions across
an arbitrary number of object associations. The developed
infrastructure can be used for resource discovery, fault diag-
nosis, scheduling, accounting and many other applications.
The structure of this work is as follows. Section 2 details
the integration of CIM with the MDS information service
in Globus. Section 3 presents a Grid service supporting
queries on the CIM data. Section 4 covers related work.
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Aspects of the Integration of MDS4 and
CIM
This section covers the integration of the CIM model
into the MDS4 component of Globus. Figure 1 shows an
overview of this integration. In the left side the Globus
middleware stores CIM data encoded into XML and com-
municates with a query service in the right, which retrieves
CIM instances from MDS4 and, based on the CIM schema
and its internal representation, conducts searches on these
instances.
The Globus Monitoring and Discovery System version
4 (MDS4) is the component of the Globus Toolkit tasked
with publishing the information needed for resource discov-
ery and monitoring functionality. Unlike previous versions,
MDS4 is based on WSRF services instead of on an LDAP
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Figure 1. Overview of the CIM-MDS4 integration and query services.
directory. MDS4 is sometimes defined as having a “hour-
glass” structure, as shown in Figure 2, in which the sources
of information at the base communicate with “sinks” (or in-
formation users) at the top via a “narrower” middle section
which represents both the MDS web service interface and
the common information schemas used in the stored infor-
mation. Thus, MDS4 does not have a standard schema (the
information must be encoded in XML, though), but sources
and sinks usually need to agree on one schema to communi-
cate. Our approach uses CIM as a standard schema for Grid
management applications.
CIM [6] is a management standard proposed by the
Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF) to define an
object-oriented and user-extensible information model for
all management data: physical attributes like location, ca-
bling, component placing, temperature and voltage; and
logical abstractions such as users, software packages and
dependencies, administration policy and hardware capabili-
ties. The completeness and standardization of CIM as infor-
mation model have caused its widespread use as a base for
management ontologies. CIM can be represented in various
formats, including xmlCIM [5], the representation in XML
format used by the DMTF.
CIM information is contained in classes organized in a
hierarchy based on inheritance. Each instance of a CIM
class is identified by a unique name, formed from an ag-
gregation of the value of some of its properties, called key
properties. The CIM model also defines an association
model which relates instances. Associations are first-class
CIM entities which contain regular properties and referen-
tial properties. These referential properties point to regular
instances by having the unique name of these instances as
their value.
Associations can have 1–to–1, 1–to–many and many–to–
many cardinality. The 1-to-many subtype includes weak as-
sociations, which represent asymmetric associations where
one end has no separate existence/name without the other.
The association model is central to CIM: it renders CIM
object trees into navigable networks of management data,
representing many kinds of useful information. For in-
stance, it can relate an internet address in a virtual LAN
with a card in a connector switch in a physical rack and
give us its temperature, location and service date.
Figure 2. MDS4 “hourglass” representation.
MDS4 comprises two main services: the Index Service
publishes, updates and manages the life cycle of resource
information, and the Aggregator Framework defines three
mechanisms for source applications to publish their data:
• The QueryAggregatorSource polls periodically
the values of several WSRF properties.
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• The SubscriptionAggregatorSource regis-
ters itself as the listener of a WS-Notification subscrip-
tion, normally linked to a WSRF property.
• The ExecutionAggregatorSource invokes
code which periodically returns XML-encoded
information.
Encoding the entire CIM model as WSRF properties
would be cumbersome and inflexible, because it would re-
quire to define all classes separately and to create code
for their implementation, and to regenerate this code if
new classes were added. An XML representation avoids
these problems, and also it does not cause breakage if
clients are not recompiled each time the model is changed.
For this reason, the chosen approach was to use the
ExecutionAggregatorSource to invoke xmlCIM-
generating code.
The CIM code is encoded in xmlCIM with some minor
alterations. The most significant one is that the schema
name is encoded as part of the CIM class name, in order
to have a flat namespace without name collisions. Also,
method declaration, qualifiers and other information not rel-
evant to instance description (i.e. not belonging to proper-
ties and naming information) are not included.
3. Query Support for Grid Management Ap-
plications
The publication of the CIM information as described in
the previous section can be consumed directly by grid man-
agement applications, but without a query service to retrieve
information selectively, the retrieval would not scale well
for large grids.
The query service presented here can retrieve instances
of a class filtered by a set of conditions on their proper-
ties, and/or can be reached following an arbitrary number
of associations from all the instances in a set (which can
be also predicated). This can be used to specify very ex-
pressive queries, and it is very convenient for users, which
can easily formulate queries by establishing conditions on
associated nodes. This section will first detail the internal
representation of the CIMmodel used in the service in order
to explain the query representation and execution.
3.1. Model internal representation
Figure 3 shows the UML model of the CIM inter-
nal representation in the query service. As can be seen
in the figure, the CIM information is modelled using a
metaschema approach, so CIM classes are treated as in-
stances of the CIMClassInformation, as opposed to
being translated directly as classes in the internal represen-
tation. This has the advantage of being much more flexi-
ble when new CIM classes are introduced (as only new in-
stances of CIMClassInformation have to be consid-
ered), and easy to implement. The drawback is the addi-
tional overhead, since some implicit object qualities like the
number and type of its properties have to be represented as
objects and validation has to be explicit. CIM defines var-
ious primitives, such as schemas, classes, properties, indi-
cations, triggers, associations, qualifiers, methods and ref-
erences. Schemas are encoded as part of the class name, as
was described in Section 2. Indications, triggers and meth-
ods are excluded, since they are not needed for resource
information querying.
Qualifiers are not treated equally; the most important
ones — like those indicating the name of the superclass,
whether a property is a key, if a class is abstract, and so on
— are mapped as properties of CIMClassInformation
or CIMProperty. Non-critical qualifiers are represented
with the CIMQualifier class. This mapping avoids hav-
ing to access a separate instance each time an important
qualifier is used, but still allows to define new qualifiers.
References are represented by a special class named
CIMReference instead of being represented by proper-
ties. Inheritance is explicit, with each class inheriting prop-
erties and key properties by direct copy from its parent.
The types of the properties are simplified to stan-
dard Java types: integer values are converted to Java
long, real number to double, strings and characters
to the String class, and finally, dates and times to
java.util.Calendar.
Summarizing, the internal representation of the model
has been devised trying to improve both performance and
flexibility, and also to conserve expressive power.
3.2. Query representation and execution
The query mechanism shown here supports a search for
instances of a class filtered by any number of value restric-
tions on their properties. These classes can be further re-
stricted by being reachable from certain instances navigat-
ing CIM associations. This formulation of the queries aims
to reduce the complexity for the end user and to make the
formulation of complex queries as intuitive as possible.
Figure 4 shows the UML representation of the queries,
as a tree where the leaves are SearchPathCustomTO,
a specification of a CIM instance and some properties
whose values must be compared. The non-leaf nodes are
OperatorCustomTO, a boolean operator that takes two
nodes as parameters. An example of this configuration can
be seen in Figure 5. The expression corresponding to this
tree searches computers with a processor speed of 2Ghz or
more, Linux operating system installed and which are cur-
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Figure 3. UML diagram of the internal CIM representation
rently running it or have reset capabilities. It is represented
as a string using infix operators to make it more intuitive for
users. At execution time, each operator is evaluated with the
result of the recursive evaluation of its children as argument.
Search paths are evaluated by first finding all the in-
stances at the end of the association that satisfy the given
conditions on their properties, and then working backwards,
navigating through the associations trying to find the origin
instance. This method is used to avoid semantic-changing
situations in 1-to-N associations that could arise when the
search is done breadth-first from the origin node.
The resulting implementation allows arbitrary stacking
of conditions on associated nodes, and arbitrarily large ex-
pressions based on these predicated nodes.
4. Related Work
CIM has been used as information model to build differ-
ent monitoring systems for Grid infrastructures. In Mao et
al. [12] a monitoring system of web resources, RMCS, is
presented. Experimental results have shown that the system
provides scalable and flexible capabilities and satisfies the
web application requirements. The work presented by Rav-
elomanana et al. [14] is another example of CIM-based grid
monitoring system.
CIM is also used by Corcho et al. [4] to define S-OGSA
(Semantic-OGSA), an extension of OGSA to support the
explicit handling of semantics.
UDDI [17] (Universal Description Discovery and Inte-
gration framework) could be considered as an alternative to
MDS for service discovery in OGSA-based Grids. In [2]
UDDI is evaluated as a provider of resource discovery ser-
vices for Grids. The authors conclude that it is only ap-
propriate for small Grids, since the overhead may be pro-
hibitive for large Grids.
Garg et al. [10] present a service that offers a single API
for both resources and services using the UDDI registry for
service discovery and the MDS directory for resource dis-
covery. It uses CIM as the basis for its resource ontology.
Similarly, Tangmunarunkit et al. [16] use CIM to model an-
other resource ontology and develop matchmaker function-
ality that is not limited to strict syntactic matching between
client and server.
The Information Service of the middleware gLite [11] is
R-GMA (Relational Grid Monitoring Architecture) [3, 15].
R-GMA is based on relational database and servlet tech-
nology for its implementation, and only supports SQL as a
query language.
CIS [13] is another Information Service using CIM as
the underlying information model. It can be deployed in
UNICORE [7] Grids to obtain information about resources
and services.
5. Conclusions and Future Work
This work has presented mechanisms to integrate CIM
information in theMDS4 repository and a query service that
supports querying the CIM information using the CIM as-
sociation model in full. The integration of the CIM model
into MDS4 has many applications in the Grid area, since
resource discovery and job scheduling benefit from the
structured and interrelated information that an information
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Figure 4. UML diagram of the query representation.
Figure 5. Example query tree.
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model like CIM makes accessible. The query service also
allows to specify complex expressions that would be im-
practical to formulate on other information models, like
GLUE, without ad-hoc code. The infrastructure for sup-
porting this integration and the query implementation has
been the focus of this paper.
Unlike previous versions which used an LDAP repos-
itory, information in the MDS4 component of Globus is
maintained in memory. This fact could limit the usefulness
of our approach, although a change in theMDS4 persistence
method or the use of other repository — preferably without
changing the XML codification of data — could solve this
problem.
Also, the internal representation of the CIM model is
stored in memory. We plan to keep this representation in
persistent storage in order to reduce memory overhead and
allow to query large grids seamlessly. We are also work-
ing on XQuery back-end based and human language-like
queries in other repositories.
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